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"Vocation is a lovely word that carries the notion of an
inner calling. At a certain point in your inner journey, your

Core Wound does indeed call you out into the world.
There comes a time when you simply have to stop

processing. We will not attain the perfection our mind is
looking for. There is nothing to attain. The magic comes
when you open up enough of a highway into your heart,
so that the Shadow state no longer dominates your life.

The Gift frequency is where the Holy Grail lives. The Gift
frequency is where the human heart resides. It is where
creativity and genius reside. Your single-most creative
calling is your Vocation. And through the Pearl, as you

learn to don your actors cloak and live out your Vocation,
so in time it becomes your Life's Work, the outer

expression of that core talent."
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"The Shadow of your Vocation is simply that you do not follow your vocation. The Shadow
of your Vocation can also be expressed as postponement. Whatever the excuse we find, it

enables us to kid ourselves that we cannot, or are not, ready to take the initiative and
unleash our creative, rebellious spirit. The simple fact is that we are afraid. If we cling to

the known, then we can never feel the surge of our vocation as it emerges into the world."

"Your vocational Gift emerges as you live a more courageous life. You will never feel truly ready
to meet the great challenge of your Vocation. Because it is rooted in your wound, it requires a
great stretch of your entire being, but when you do take the initiative, suddenly you will find
the fear diminishes to be replaces with excitement. The Sphere of your Vocation deserves

perhaps the deepest contemplation of any of the Spheres along the Golden Path. It contains
layers of meaning and magic that can radiate out into your life as you peel open its insights. It is

here that you will discover your Core Talent - the mysterious quintessence gifted to you at
conception by the hidden forces that choreograph human destiny."

"The Siddhi of your Vocation is the afterglow from your Gift. The Gift is where your work lies.
The Gift is where you have to take the leap of initiative into the unknown. As the siddhic

frequency becomes aware of itself, your horizon opens up exponentially. The Siddhi is never
a goal; rather it is always the underlying essence revealed through learning from the so-called
mistakes of our lives. The siddhi is what is left over once our addiction to the drama has been
exhausted. In this sense the Siddhi is never ahead of us in the future, but hidden deep within

the folds of the present."



"It is one thing to feel the essence of your genius emerging,
but it is another to act it out in the world. This is what the
Pearl Sequence is about, and it is why it begins with the
Pathway of Initiative. Money comes through initiative.

Initiative comes from deep within you. It is your ability to
make fire out of the tools in your environment. These tools

of course are your Gifts. If you love something, then you will
always have the enthusiasm and will to become good at it,
which is why you should always do what you love in life. It

takes great courage to take the initiative in life. You will
have to make some kind of inner and outer leap."

The Pathway

of Initiative



"We have seen what a challenge it is to take the initiative in life - to
risk our hearts and dreams out in the wild and unpredictable world.
And yet the reward of meeting this challenge is the breakthrough of
growth. Your courage stirs the forces of evolution, and opens you up

to greater possibilities through the Sphere of your Culture. The
Sphere of your Culture opens or closes you to calling in and building

your 'fractal line' - the group of like-minded, open-hearted
companions and allies who will aid you in fulfilling your external

purpose in the world. As you answer the inner calling of your
Vocation, so you send out a message into the cosmos that you are

ready for action! One of the most scintillating mysteries of life is that
the moment you take the leap, others in your fractal line also do the

same. The Gene Key of your Culture therefore describes your
natural role within the theatre of the wider human community. Your
Culture is a yin force that draws others towards you, and that draws

you towards them. It is a celestial gathering point."
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"The Shadow of the Gene Key of your Culture describes a force that directly blocks prosperity
from flowing into your life. If there is any point within the whole Golden Path that can free up
the flow of money and good fortune in your life, it is this Sphere. The Shadow of your Culture

contains a dangerous and dark power. This is the dark side of the Jupiter archetype. If you are
motivated by fear and/or greed, then the universe will align you with allies of a similar

motivation. Like all Shadow manifestations, this can of course be a great teaching for us. Truly
open-hearted relationships in business are still a rare thing."

"The Gift of your Gene Key in the Sphere of Culture is one of the three 'triggers' along the Golden
Path. Here in the Pearl Sequence, an opening in the Sphere of your Culture can crack open an

age-old pattern that has kept you from prospering. This is a shattering of poverty
consciousness. The Gift of this Sphere can propel you into a whole new creative phase of life.
When you contemplate the Gene Key that corresponds to your Culture, think about how this

Gift of your might fit best into society. You need not try and find this role. Rather you must
trust your initiative, and let it magnetize the right forces and allies towards you, at the right

time."

"The difference between the Siddhi and the Gift is that the Siddhi of your Culture is primarily
absorbed by the practice of philanthropy. What the Gift earns, the Siddhi wants to give away.
In this, you cannot jump right to the Siddhi, but must travel through the journey that emerges
from the Gift. The Siddhi of the Sphere of Culture represents a simplifying of your life. For this
Siddhi to burn brighter in your consciousness, you must come naturally into the deep love of

simplicity." 



"The 2nd Pathway of the Pear Sequence is called the Pathway of Growth. In
order to fully understand your Pearl Sequence, you need to see the 3 main
Pathways of the Pearl Sequence in relationship. Initiative leads to growth,
depending on one's Dharma. The Sphere of Culture describes a new vision

and understanding of the way in which business operates. This new view is
called Synarchy. Synarchy refers to a model of business, education, and
governance who's primary purpose is to serve the whole. When you put

service of the whole first, even before making money, you then engage the
entire beneficial force of the universe. This is why the 3rd Pathway in the

Pearl Sequence is called the Pathway of Service, and without it there can be
no quantum leap. You don't build a synarchic business. You allow a

synarchy to grow. It is an organism rather than an organization, and like an
organism that is connected to the whole, it is also self-organizing. Growing a

business is all about clear vision and clear relationships."

The Pathway

of Growth

Initiative   +   Growth  =  Wealth - an unsustainable model

Initiative  +  Growth  +  Service  =  Prosperity - a sustainable model



"Your Brand is the extension of your personality, your outer
representation in life. Your Brand describes the style and frequency of
your outward expression. It comes across in the clothes you wear, the

way you talk, and the language you use. Your Brand can be intuited
through the way you look and your particular cultural resonance. Your

Brand is the platform for the expression of your innermost essence.
Because of this, your success in the outer world greatly relies upon you
expressing yourself and your higher purpose with clarity and simplicity.
When you get your Brand right, then your Life's Work can be expressed

effectively and fluidly. Your Brand is also like a homing beacon that
attunes your attractor field to your fractal line. When you have the

courage and initiative to wield your own Brand - your highest truth - then
you will draw your true allies into your life. The Pathway of Growth

teaches us the importance of this link between our true allies (the Sphere
of Culture) and our individual expression (the Sphere of the Brand). The
Brand does not necessarily refer to any set of products or services - in

essence, the Brand is You."

The Sphere of
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"The Shadow of your Brand will always emerge as a confused message. If you step outside
your Brand and try and fit yourself into a suit that does not fit you, then you will create

misunderstanding. Your Brand shows you very simply what kind of truth you are here to offer
to the world. The Shadow of your Brand will generally try and undermine you from within your
own mind. This Shadow is all about how you see yourself. Look into the Shadow of your Brand
and try to see how these qualities might conspire to undermine you. Once you can see through

this Shadow, you will probably experience some kind of breakthrough, as your realize how
easy and profitable it really is to be yourself."

"The Gift of discovering your Brand is hugely liberating. Your Brand allows you to be yourself
without compromise. The moment you express your truth in the style that feels right for you,
you create an immediate buzz. We are all here to sell our slice of truth within the cosmic play.

Whatever the style and medium we choose for our self expression, when it comes from our
center, it is catalytic and electrifying. When you find the right fit with your Brand, then you will

instantly feel at ease inside your bones. Even though you may still face challenges and
situations that test you to your limits, the Gift of your Brand will always enable you to center

yourself, and meet the world as yourself."

"Your Brand is what others will always recognize in you, even though you may not even be
aware of it yourself. You will emanate the mystery of this Siddhi. It may be subtle and it may

be quite hidden, but if you take the trouble to look at someone you know and contemplate the
Siddhi of their Brand, you will soon sense this quality somewhere within their aura.

Contemplate the Siddhi of your Brand - dream it into yourself, dive and swoop through its
possibilities, and let it be an opening for you into an inner space of great calm and clarity." 



"The Pathway of Service is very special indeed. It is magical, because
it not only completes our Journey, but also opens the way for a

quantum leap. These 3 Pathways of Initiative, Growth, and Service
are the foundation of prosperity at every level of the universe. The

Pathway of Service also returns our awareness back into the Sphere
of our Core once again, although this time we experience a very

different flavor emerging from that Sphere. Without this returning
Pathway of Service, we would live in a chaotic and dying universe.
To serve the whole is to serve yourself, and there is no power in the
universe greater than generosity. These are the kind of insights that

come from a contemplation of the 3 Pathways of the Pearl Sequence
- Creative Initiative, Sustainable Growth, and Philanthropic Service."

The Pathway

of Service



"The Pearl is indeed a precious realization when it comes to us. It represents
that which returns to us from the universe, once we have surrendered to our
higher service. It is not quite a reward, for that suggests we may have had an

ulterior motive for our service. The Pearl is our harvest. It comes to us only
after we have worked at opening our heart, and have offered our love back to

the world. The Pearl brings your life into perspective. None of us need as
much as our minds believe, in order to be fulfilled. Fulfillment comes through
a vision of simplicity. The Pearl is in this sense a wormhole - but unlike most
wormholes, it does not lead to another dimension. This wormhole leads us
home to our everyday life. It is here, now, in your everyday life where your

harvest can be found. There is no Pathway to the Pearl. The Pearl is a
crystallization of all the Pathways that comprise the Golden Path. The Pearl
grows inside your being like a child in utero. The Gene Keys are inside you.

The Pearl is inside you. The teachings are simply a reminder to keep turning
your awareness inwards. Your Pearl brings everything down to the essential.

In your body, the Pearl brings awareness to your breath. The fact that your
Pearl brings you back to the fundamental act of breathing says more about it

than any words can.'    
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"The Shadow of your Pearl is about forgetting what is important in life. Because the Pearl is
about prosperity, and prosperity is about generosity, this Shadow is about tightness. You

become tight when you forget to love yourself. You get tight when you allow stress to lead you
away from the beautiful and simple. When you contemplate the Shadow Gene Key of your

Pearl, think of it in terms of this tightness of spirit. This will be a pattern that prevents you from
connecting with others, from relating with nature, and from stepping out into the sun and the
fresh air where your breath dances and deepens. Every time you sigh, you let go of a piece of

this Shadow. It is a Shadow that reminds you how breathe."

"The Gift of your Pearl is about lucidity. In every one of us there is an awareness that lives
behind the events of our life. It is an indescribable kind of clarity. It is neither mental, nor

emotional, nor physical, but includes all three. It is not transcendent or lofty, but ordinary and
warmth-giving. It is the hearth at the heart of the home. Every Gene Key opens a lock, and your

Pearl unlocks the mystery of your breath and opens the door to awareness. Pure awareness
comes in silence, and leaves simplicity in its wake. The Gene Key of your Pearl is a path you

must follow, and it may take time for you to understand its meaning. Take heart and follow the
sighs, and you will sooner or later realize this awareness in your life."

"The Siddhi of your Pearl is the place where all words stop. Whatever Siddhi you have in this
position, it will silence your mind, and bring you the experience of the timeless dimension

beyond thought and thinking. There is nothing further one can say about this."



Thank you for reading!
The link to look up your Gene Key Holographic

Profile:

The link to purchase The Pearl Sequence Book:

https://genekeys.com/free-profile/ref/1750/?
gclid=CjwKCAjwhJukBhBPEiwAniIcNdJeL5F0_Mugyw-

YryV0fg4iK83lX-eyL5XtLQpmVezvRZ1vev8I9BoCqKYQAvD_BwE

https://genekeys.com/free-profile/ref/1750/?
gclid=CjwKCAjwhJukBhBPEiwAniIcNdJeL5F0_Mugyw-

YryV0fg4iK83lX-eyL5XtLQpmVezvRZ1vev8I9BoCqKYQAvD_BwE


